Convergence or divergence – Transition in agriculture of Central and Eastern Europe and Commonwealth of Independent States revisited
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Abstract: The agriculture of Central and Eastern European (CEE) countries as well as of the Soviet Union was an often studied area in the 1970’s and 1980’s among agricultural economists. After the system collapse, the transition of the agricultural sectors of these regions has gained importance. However, around the millennium, this topic was less studied. This paper aims at analysing the agricultural performance of CEE and Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) countries between 1997 and 2016 and identifying whether the system change and transition have brought changes and convergence in agricultural productivity to EU-15 levels. In doing so, the paper uses convergence theory and associated methods (Kernel density and Markov transition probability) to underpin its arguments. Results suggest that CEE and CIS countries have experienced a limited convergence to Western-European standards. However, there still exists a significant performance gap between the two regions with CEE countries standing closer to EU-15 averages. Reasons behind diverging performances are numerous as discussed at the end of the paper.
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Central and Eastern European (CEE) countries, together with the countries of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), have experienced unprecedented changes in their agriculture during the past 25 years. First of all, both regions have shifted their economies from centrally planned to market-oriented structures, also affecting agriculture to a great extent. Second, thirteen CEE countries joined the European Union in 2004, 2007 and 2013, thereby becoming new members of the common European market again with serious agricultural impacts. Third, the role of Russia has changed significantly both economically and politically in Asia, also affecting agri-food sectors of the CIS countries. Last but not least, the global economic and food crisis, started in 2007/08, also affected both regions to a great extent.

Despite these changes, the analysis of the long-term performance of these countries in agriculture is somehow missing in the literature. Although many studies exist on the various aspects of the story, the evidence seems to be scrappy. The aim of this paper is to analyse the long-term performance of the agriculture sector of the CEE and CIS countries, thereby putting the different elements of the puzzle together. In doing so, the paper analyses whether there was a convergence in agricultural performance to the level of EU-15 countries or not.

LITERATURE REVIEW

CEE agriculture: Evidence from the past

A vast amount of literature is dedicated to the analysis of different aspects of CEE agriculture and food sectors since the transition. One important strand of the literature analysed the possible effects of EU accession on the agriculture of the region. Many books were written around the millennium, quantitatively es-
timating these impacts. Bach et al. (2000), for instance, analysed the economic impact of extending the CAP (Common Agricultural Policy) to Central and Eastern European Countries (CEEC). By applying the GTAP (Global Trade Analysis Project) model based on 1995 data, they found that agricultural production would increase substantially in the region after accession together with significant welfare gains.

Bchir et al. (2003) investigated the impact of EU enlargement on the Member States with a CGE (Computable General Equilibrium) approach based on 2001 data and analysed three scenarios. On the whole, they provisioned that EU accession would provoke huge swings on relative prices and big fluctuation in the real exchange rate of (New Member States) NMS, raising serious concerns for agriculture. They also forecasted that the impact of accession on EU-15 members would be negligible, whereas CEEC would face huge and not always beneficial consequences (deterioration of terms of trade by removed barriers; inefficient sectors will lag behind in competitive terms).

Another strand of the literature analysed the real impacts of EU accession on regional agriculture from various aspects. Gorton et al. (2006), for instance, analysed the international competitiveness of Hungarian agriculture by calculating domestic resource cost (DRC) ratios using 2000–2002 data and making estimations for 2007 and 2013. They projected that EU enlargement will have a negative impact on the international competitiveness of Hungarian agriculture by increasing land and labour prices. Similar estimations were conducted by Erjavec (2006), based on partial equilibrium modelling for 1973–2000 data, forecasting that the CEE countries will gain from higher prices and budgetary support, indicating real improvements in most agricultural sectors on recent production levels. Ivanova et al. (2007) analysed Bulgarian agriculture after EU accession also by a partial equilibrium model based on data for 1992–2000 and found that accession would have a very positive effect on the crop sector in Bulgaria, whereas the effect is the opposite on the livestock sector.

Ciaian and Swinnen (2006) analysed the capitalisation of subsidies in land prices in Central and Eastern Europe with partial equilibrium modelling for 1992–2005 data and concluded that decoupling of payments shifts policy rents from landowners to farmers, but constrains productivity-enhancing restructuring. The authors also showed that with unequal access to subsidies, small tenants may even lose out from the subsidies. Hartvigsen (2014) investigated land reform and land fragmentation processes in CEE countries and showed high fragmentation of ownership and land use, hampering agricultural development.

Bojnec and Fertő (2008) analysed the agri-food trade competitiveness with the EU-15 of the newly accessed Member States and concluded that trade has increased as a result of enlargement, though there have been ‘catching-up’ difficulties for some countries in terms of price and quality competition, more in higher value-added processed products. Qineti and Lubos (2011) analysed the agrarian trade transformation in the Visegrad countries and found that the value and volume of export and import operations increased significantly. Jámbor (2014) analysed the intra-industry trade of CEE countries with EU-15 countries and showed that products of different quality have been traded, implying serious consequences for regional competitiveness. Bojnec and Fertő (2015) analysed the price and quality competitiveness as well as comparative advantage in EU countries agri-food trade and found that New and Old Member States have become more similar in successful agri-food competitiveness and comparative advantages. Jámbor et al. (2016) analysed the country and industry specific determinants of intra-industry agri-food trade in the Baltic countries and showed that the general assumptions apply to the region.

From a policy perspective, Gorton et al. (2009) investigated the appropriateness of the European Union’s Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) for meeting rural development challenges in the New Member States (NMS) by using simple statistics and policy rationale for 2002–2004 data and argued the CAP was insufficiently reformed to accommodate CEE accession effectively and it represented a failure of the European Union to adjust adequately from an exclusively Western European institution into an appropriate pan-European organization. Csáki and Jámbor (2013) actually resulted in the same conclusion when analysing the impact of EU accession on NMS agriculture by simple statistics and policy-oriented analysis. Jámbor et al. (2016) investigated the impact of 10 years of EU membership on New Member States’ agriculture and concluded that Poland and the Baltic countries could be treated as the winners of EU accession in agriculture, while Romania and Bulgaria proved to have used their potentials to the least. Their results also suggest that focusing on high value added agri-food products proved to be a good strategy to reach development in the agriculture sector, while those countries concentrating on the
production of agri-food raw materials turned out to be lagged behind.

Baráth and Fertő (2017) analysed productivity and convergence in European agriculture and despite acknowledging different performances, supported the convergence hypothesis. Zahorsky and Pokrivcak (2017) assessed the agricultural performance of CEE countries by using total factor productivity indicators and concluded that inputs are used inefficiently in most countries of the region.

CIS agriculture: Evidence from the past

Contrary to the case of the CEE, the number of studies analysing CIS countries’ agriculture and food sectors is limited. Csáki and Lerman (1997) were among the first to analyse land reform and farm restructuring in Central and Eastern Europe and CIS in the 1990s and showed that achievements fell short of original expectations, both in scope and in character. They also showed that the accomplishments of agrarian reform were modest due to many factors, including political and legal uncertainty, lack of a supportive environment, high risk, and inadequate mechanisms for farm restructuring and individual exit.

However, some years later, Lerman (2005) concluded in another article that the CIS countries could be characterised as reluctant reformers, while the CEE countries achieved significantly higher levels of economic and institutional reform, thus resulting in better performance. The engine of growth was more radical land reform and deeper individualisation and restructuring of agriculture. Rozelle and Swinnen (2004) reached similar conclusions, stating that differences in CEE and CIS countries’ agricultural performance originated in the nature of the lag between reform and turnaround in output and productivity. Similarly, Lerman (2009) investigated land reform, farm structure and agricultural performance in CIS countries and concluded that better agricultural performance is achieved by countries that were more advanced on the path of reform, irrespective of how the reform is measured. The author also added that the lack of proper data makes CIS related agriculture based analysis pretty hard.

Moreover, there exists a number of studies analysing different aspects of the agricultural sectors of the CIS countries, published by the IAMO Institute. These studies mainly concentrate on single countries and on specific sectors and the summary of these is far beyond the scope of this article (Petrick 2014; Petrick and Djanibekov 2016; Mogilevskii et al. 2017). The FAO Regional Office for Europe and Central Asia was also very active at this topic (Lerman et al. 2016; Lerman and Sedik 2017).

Convergence theory and its applications to agriculture

There are many different ways to define and measure convergence in economics. In the dictionary, convergence is defined as ‘the act of converging and especially moving toward union or uniformity’ (de Jong 2018). Convergence in economic theory generally refers to the Solow model, showing that poorer regions keep growing faster than richer ones. Theory therefore suggests that all regions will end up in being more or less equally rich, converging to a common state. The classic models were challenged around the millennium by Fujita et al. (1999), inventing the idea of new economic geography, explaining growth models of economic centres and agglomerations.

According to Islam (2003), economists have different perceptions of convergence as follows: convergence within an economy versus between economies; convergence in terms of growth rate versus income levels; σ-convergence versus β-convergence; unconditional (absolute) convergence versus conditional convergence; global convergence versus local or club-convergence; income-convergence versus TFP-convergence (Total Factor Productivity); deterministic convergence versus stochastic convergence. An excellent review on these convergence theories is given by de Jong (2018).

The term convergence is probably most commonly used in the framework of European integration, linked to the term ‘cohesion’. Within this framework, convergence can be defined as ‘increased cohesion’. Contrary to divergence and status quo, convergence results in more equal levels of development in any measurable aspect. Convergence has always been at the very heart of European integration since Europe is characterised by a very diverse set of countries with different economic, social and environmental situations, aimed to be ‘levelled off’. Therefore, convergence of economic performance as a goal was highlighted in Article 2 of the Maastricht Treaty. As reaching convergence is not a natural process, policy makers established several structural policies to achieve this goal. In terms of funds, European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), European Social Fund (ESF), Cohesion Fund (CF), European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD), European Maritime
and Fisheries Fund (EMFF) and Instrument for Pre-
Accession Assistance (IPA) all serve or have served
the goal of convergence.

Regarding the application of the convergence theory
to agriculture, there are various methods to approach
this issue. According to de Jong (2018), price, produc-
tivity and income are the three areas where conver-
gence is analysed empirically in agricultural markets.
His analysis, for instance in the European dairy sector,
has not found structural convergence patterns in any
of the three dimensions.

As for price convergence, most studies come from
the price transmission literature, analysing whether
price fluctuations are softened by the retail sector
or not. Sosvilla-Rivero and Gil-Parejo (2004) studied
price convergence for various consumer price indices
in Europe and found some evidence for convergence
of traded goods. Conclusions of price transmission
empirical research vary greatly depending on the sec-
tor tested, the methodology chosen and the frequency
of the data used in the analysis (von Cramon-Taubadel
et al. 2006). However, price transmission is generally
found to be imperfect, meaning that a price change at the
producer level is not fully transmitted to consumers.
Bakucs et al. (2014), by applying a meta-analysis on the
existing literature, showed that price asymmetries
are more likely to exist in sectors with higher numbers
of fragmented farm producers, higher political interests
and higher concentration of retailer powers.

As to productivity convergence, Timmer et al. (2010)
examined the gap between European and American
productivity growth and suggested that EU productivity levels were less than half of the USA.
The authors investigated the patterns of convergence
across the European countries from 1980 to 2005
but could not find convergence in agriculture. Matthews (2014) reached similar conclusion when stating
that productivity growth in CEE agriculture has been
consistently lower than that of EU-15, while the gap has even grown from 2002 to 2011. Cechura
et al. (2014) looked at catching up and falling behind
processes in the European milk sector and showed
a considerable amount of productivity differences.
They found, however, no signs that poorly performing
farms were catching up to better performing ones.
On the contrary, Baráth and Fertő (2017) analysed
productivity and convergence in European agricul-
ture and found some evidence to support the con-
vergence hypothesis, though they also showed that
significant differences still existed between EU-15
and CEE levels.

Last but not least, the study of income conver-
genence is probably the most widely studied part in the
literature as it is linked to the topics of economic
development and economic inequality. If compared
to prices and productivity issues, income is found
to be the most important by the majority of the stud-
ies as it is most directly felt by people (de Jong 2018).
Studies in agricultural economics mainly focus on the
convergence of GDP/GNI per capita across countries
and regions as well as the income distribution of farm-
ers. Brasili et al. (2006) analysed the convergence
of agricultural incomes in the EU and USA and found
evidence on income convergence. Hansen and Teuber
(2011) analysed the impact of the CAP on regional
convergence and found that inequality in revenues
increased while cross-sectional inequality softened.

METHODOLOGY

This paper uses the productivity convergence option
out of the possibilities described above to measure
convergence. In doing so, it uses partial productiv-
ity measures (land and labour productivity) to con-
duct its analysis. Although many other methods like
data envelopment analysis (DEA), stochastic frontier
analysis (SFA), total factor productivity (TFP) exist
to analyse productivity in agriculture, they require
lots of data. This paper aims at taking a more holistic
view and does not intend to be too technical in nature.
Moreover, given the diversity of structural differences
in European and CIS agriculture, the same production
function for all countries would not hold.

As to the choice of empirical method to test conver-
genence, various methods exist to analyse convergence
across regions. Monfort (2008) provides an excellent
review on the topic (Table 1).

For our approach, distribution analysis seems to be
the most appropriate as this study is particularly in-
terested in the bimodality of distribution. The Kernel
estimation is selected as it is also a useful tool to see
whether there exist different groups of regions with
the same productivity levels. Moreover, in order to sta-
tistically assess convergence, Markov chain analysis
is applied. As evident from Table 1, this method also
seems to be useful as it both has the possibility of sta-
tistical inference and of identifying individual regions
at the same time. In other words, the Kernel density
plots demonstrate external distribution patterns,
while the Markov chains show dynamics of internal
distribution. An excellent review of both methods
can be found in de Jong (2018).
The empirical analysis was done with the STA-TA software package. Data on productivity come from the FAO database and are analysed from 1997 to 2016 due to data availability FAO (2018). FAO data on land and labour productivity are calculated by dividing agricultural value added by agricultural land and labour size, respectively. Agricultural value added data are measured in constant 2010 US dollars at the farm gate level.

The list of CEE countries: Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia. Croatia is omitted from the analysis because of the lack of reliable data. CIS countries contain Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Moldova, Russia, Tajikistan, Ukraine and Uzbekistan. Georgia and Turkmenistan were omitted due to the lack of appropriate data. For comparison purposes, our sample was divided into three different productivity classes: high-productive countries (with productivity exceeding EU-15 average by at least 25%); low-productive countries (with productivity below 75% of EU-15 average) and average-productive countries with the rest.

The list of CEE countries: Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia. Croatia is omitted from the analysis because of the lack of reliable data. CIS countries contain Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Moldova, Russia, Tajikistan, Ukraine and Uzbekistan. Georgia and Turkmenistan were omitted due to the lack of appropriate data. For comparison purposes, our sample was divided into three different productivity classes: high-productive countries (with productivity exceeding EU-15 average by at least 25%); low-productive countries (with productivity below 75% of EU-15 average) and average-productive countries with the rest.

PERFORMANCE OF AGRICULTURE AFTER TRANSITION

After a quick review of the literature on empirical studies on CEE and CIS agricultural performance, descriptive statistics are provided in order to analyse the performance of the respective agricultural sectors in the previous 20 years.

The performance of agriculture in both regions can be measured by a number of different indicators. Some of the most important trends are about to be identified here, thereby setting the scene. As to agricultural value added in the CIS countries, a number of different trends is observable (Figure 1).

Generally, agricultural value added has been continuously growing in each and every country of the CIS analysed, though numbers reflect high diversity among countries. In absolute terms, Russian values highly outperformed the region, realising more than 62 billion USD of value from the sector in 2013–2016, followed by Ukraine (13 billion USD at the same time), reflecting favourable conditions for agricultural production. At the other end, agricultural value added of Kyrgyzstan and Moldova was below 1 billion USD.
in 2013–2016. In relative terms, Tajikistan’s agricultural value added growth was the highest (+235%) from 1997–2000 to 2013–2016, while Moldova’s performance in this regard was the lowest (+32%), respectively.

As to agricultural value added in the CEE, a different picture becomes observable (Figure 2). On the one hand, agricultural value added was the highest in Poland and Romania, exceeding 12 billion USD and 10 billion USD in 2013–2016, respectively, while Estonian and Slovenian output was well below 1 billion USD at the same time. On the other hand, contrary to the situation of the CIS, agricultural value added seems not to have increased significantly in any of the countries analysed from 1997–2000 to 2013–2016 except Slovakia (+127%), Latvia (+65%) and Estonia (+56%). While NMS average agricultural value added growth was 16% from the first to the last period, CIS average growth was 72%, suggesting some divergence between the two regions in this respect. Consequently, convergence appeared between CIS and EU-15 agricultural output levels but not between CEE and EU-15 levels. Still, a considerable gap has remained for both regions com-

---

**Figure 1. Agricultural value added in CIS, 1997–2016, billion USD**

Source: own composition based on FAO (2018) data

---

**Figure 2. Agricultural value added in CEE, 1997–2016, billion USD**

Source: own composition based on FAO (2018) data
pared to the EU-15 level. However, one should notice that in this period, the structure of CEE agriculture has considerably changed towards less intensive agricultural production, resulting in less value added.

Agricultural trade has also experienced important changes during the transition period in both regions analysed. As evident from Figure 3, agri-food trade deficit was the biggest in Russia (−15 billion USD) in 2013–2016, while surplus was the biggest in Ukraine at the same time (8 billion USD). Ukraine seems to have been the only country with a considerable trade surplus in the region in the period analysed and note that the country has increased its agri-food trade balance 12 times from 1997–2000 to 2013–2016. CIS average values are highly determined by Russia and note that deficits were the biggest right after the economic crisis (in period 2009–2012).

Agricultural and food trade balance shows a somewhat different picture in the CEE (Figure 4). Poland had the highest surplus in 2013–2016 (8.5 billion USD), followed by Hungary (3.9 billion USD) and Bulgaria (1.6 billion USD). Note that Poland was a net agricultural and food importer in 1997–2000. The biggest agri-food trade balance growth also pertained to Poland (10 times), Lithuania (also 10 times) and Bulgaria (+628%) from the first to the last period analysed. Compared to EU-15 levels, the CEE mainly followed western-European trade patterns, while its performance was much better than that of the CIS. Note that CEE countries mainly trade with EU-15 countries and among themselves, reflecting positive impacts of the European integration (Csáki and Jámbor 2016).

Regarding productivity-based indices, also reflecting convergence patterns as discussed in the literature review section, a somewhat different picture applies for both regions. In the CIS, Armenia led the role in agricultural land productivity, showing an output of 1 400 USD/ha in 2013–2016, which is well above...
regional levels (Figure 5). This performance is partly due to the importance of the fruits and vegetables sector in Armenia’s agriculture sector. Moreover, Azerbaijan and Belarus also performed relatively well – CIS average was almost 1 400 USD/ha in 2013–2016. Although agricultural land productivity seems to have been increasing in most countries, this increase was very much limited as evident from Figure 5.

A similar picture is observable for CEE countries in terms of agricultural land productivity (Figure 6). All countries expect Bulgaria and Slovenia could increase agricultural land productivity to some extent from 1997–2000 to 2013–2016, though this growth was limited in most cases (Slovak values should be taken with care due to data reliability issues). The region in general shows high diversity in terms of land productivity with Slovak and Slovenian values around EU-15 levels and with a high productivity gap for the vast majority of the countries to western standards. The gap is even bigger for CIS countries, suggesting a productivity lag of 4 times to CEE and 8 times to EU-15 levels. A limited convergence is observable in this regard.

As to labour productivity, CIS countries have experienced a significant increase in this regard with Moldova (+257%), Belarus (+247%) as well as Armenia and Ukraine (+219%) showing the highest growth from 1997–2000 to 2012–2016 and Kyrgyzstan the lowest (+58%) (Figure 7). Absolute numbers were also the highest for Armenia, Belarus and Russia, all exceeding 10 000 USD per worker. CIS average also increased in terms of labour productivity in agriculture from the first to the last period analysed by almost three times. This trend is mainly due to the general decrease of agricultural labour force (exit from agriculture) together with economic development, resulting in lower shares of agriculture in GDP and output, requiring less people in the sector. Productivity growth is also related to the massive use of modern agricultural technologies, which has become more available in CIS countries through transition.

Figure 4. Agri-food trade balance in CEE, 1997–2016, billion USD
Source: own composition based on FAO (2018) data
Agricultural labour productivity also increased in CEE countries from 1997–2000 to 2013–2016 (Figure 8). This was the area where convergence to EU-15 levels was most observable. The highest labour productivity growth pertained to Slovakia (+217%) and Romania (+214%) from 1997–2000 to 2013–2016, while the lowest was observable for the Czech Republic (+72%) and Poland (+80%) at the same period. However, CEE countries started to increase their labour productivity from much higher levels than CIS countries (Figure 8), the gap between CIS and CEE labour productivity was still four times in the last period (and 8 times for EU-15 at the same time). In terms of convergence, CEE countries started to approach western standards as in 1997–2000, CEE agricultural labour productivity was 36% of the EU-15, while in 2013–2016, it was 63%.

Still, a significant gap existing between ‘new’ and ‘old’ member of the EU-15 in terms of agricultural labour productivity can partly be explained by the different specialisation patterns of the two regions with cereal and raw material-based production patterns in CEE countries, while animal and processed product-based production in EU-15, resulting in higher value added per worker in Western-European.
LIMITED CONVERGENCE

By applying the Kernel density functions and Markov chains to our sample as described in the methodology section, further patterns of CEE and CIS agricultural performance become available. As evident from Figure 9, there is no clear distribution of land productivity visible for the years analysed. There is a peak around 1000 EUR/ha but in terms of convergence, Figure 9 shows status quo. If convergence occurred, the peak should move to the right over time. The persistent gap of low productivity regions seems to have remained here.

The Markov transition probability matrices seem to end up in the same conclusion. For CEE countries, each and every country analysed was below 75% of EU-15 averages in term of land productivity in 1997–2000 and actually all countries remained there in the last period except Armenia reaching EU-15 average performance (Table 2). In other words, the stationarity in distribution shows that most countries stayed in the low productivity class.
Similar conclusions can be drawn for CEE countries as well (Table 3). Eight countries out of ten were low performers in terms of land productivity in 1997–2000 and seven actually remained to be so in 2013–2016 (except Slovakia). Moreover, Slovenia’s land productivity was around EU-15 averages in both periods analysed. On the whole, the lack of mobility is evident in both cases.

In terms of labour productivity, results suggest the lack of convergence even more. The Kernel density plot shows some more diversity among the countries analysed in labour productivity, especially in the lower end (Figure 10). However, the lack of convergence here is at least as evident as in Figure 9 – density does not change in time.

The Markov transition probability matrices also underpin arguments above. For both regions, labour productivity was less than 75% of EU-15 averages for all countries analysed in 1997–2000 and this actually remained in 2013–2016. None of the countries was able to increase its labour productivity to EU-15 levels in 20 years, suggesting that the productivity gap remained and convergence seems to be still far away (Table 4–5).

**POSSIBLE REASONS BEHIND**

Possible reasons behind different performance as well as the lack of convergence are numerous. First of all, both regions have faced serious challenges in creating a market conforming trade and policy environment. The process of moving towards a market economy, including land privatisation, changing the structure of the economy or de-collectivisation...
was such a shock that agriculture of many Western European countries could not have even survived (Csáki 2005).

Political changes above were followed by a serious institutional change, which, in majority of cases, was not a well-thought and organised process. Short-term agricultural interests and the lack of long-term strategies have determined the way new institutions have come into existence, resulting in inefficient implementation of even the good ideas (Csáki and Lerman 1997).

EU accession has also played an important role in determining the performance of CEE agriculture. CEE countries have become part of the European common market, offering many possibilities but also different challenges. The way the countries used pre-accession EU-provided facilities such as SAPARD, ISPA and PHARE made also impact upon post accession performance. Countries focusing on competitiveness enhancement and production improvement benefited more from these resources as far as post accession sectoral performance (Swinnen and Rozelle 2006). Slow adjustment to the relatively complicated administrative procedures also played a role in this regard.

Meanwhile, the CIS seems to have remained less organised in implementing the necessary reforms. The local political environment had a more significant role as there was no EU benchmark and outside pressure to make inevitable changes. Such a lack

Table 4. Transition probability matrix for CIS for labour productivity (from 1997–2000 to 2013–2016)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial distribution</th>
<th>&lt; 75%</th>
<th>76–124%</th>
<th>&gt; 125%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>&gt; 125%</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own composition based on FAO (2018) data

Table 5. Transition probability matrix for CEE for labour productivity (from 1997–2000 to 2013–2016)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial distribution</th>
<th>&lt; 75%</th>
<th>76–124%</th>
<th>&gt; 125%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>&gt; 125%</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own composition based on FAO (2018) data
of pressure and changes is reflected in the remaining productivity gaps described above.

The performance of the CEE countries after accession also reflects the structure of farming (Lerman 2005). The structure except Poland and Slovenia is the result of a difficult process of land privatisation and farm restructuring. The relatively consolidated farm structure with the dominance of small farms proved to be advantageous for these two countries and especially for Poland. The consolidated structure brought higher levels of asset endowment as well. In countries with so-called “dual” farming structure, both ends of the farming are still suffering from a kind of “transition phenomena” (Swinnen and Rozelle 2006). The small farms are generally too small and farmers are inexperienced and lack resources, while the large ones still have some heritage of the collective farming system with some embedded inefficiencies.

Moreover, the failure of ideas to create a new ‘European farm model’ also played a role after the EU accession. The lack of effective farm consolidation and political will prevented the agriculture of many CEE countries from becoming more efficient, thereby maintaining previous production and output levels. With 2018 hindsight, previous ideas have remained dreams without proper action.

By ranking individual countries performance, Jámbor et al. (2016) suggest that Poland and the Baltic countries can be treated as the winners of EU accession in agriculture, while Romania and Bulgaria proved to have used their potentials to the least. Their results also suggest that focusing on high value added agri-food products should be the strategy to reach development in the agriculture sector, though the majority of countries focused on the production of agri-food raw materials.

Recent protectionist agricultural policies, mainly observable in Russia after 2012, also proved to be inefficient in the short run in terms of productivity enhancement. Embargo-driven domestic agricultural recovery policies have shown many different signs of restructuring, though its long-term effects are questionable. Furthermore, the general lack of CIS-based research from local agricultural economists was also not in favour of efficiency development.

On the whole, it seems that because of various reasons, CEE and CIS countries as a whole showed some signs of convergence to EU-15 standards in terms of land and labour productivity. However, it should be noted that CEE countries have outperformed CIS in agricultural land and labour productivity and this performance was mainly due to the greater readiness of governments to implement a comprehensive package of economic and social reforms, just as described by Lerman (2001).

Limited convergence in the CEE, however, is especially a problem if the vast amount of EU funds directed to the agricultural development of the CEE region is taken into account. The study seems to echo conclusions made 20 years ago by Csáki and Lerman (1997): countries brave and fast enough to make changes had more benefits than those focusing on short-term agricultural advantages.

**CONCLUSION**

The paper analysed convergence patterns of CEE and CIS countries to EU-15 levels. In doing so, it applied the Kernel density plots and Markov transition probability matrices and showed that some convergence in agricultural land and labour productivity appeared from 1997 to 2016. This argument was also underpinned by simple descriptive statistics. It seems that CIS agricultural land and labour productivity is still far away from EU-15 levels, while a considerable gap also existed (and have not significantly decreased) for CEE countries. While the Kernel density plots suggested similar patterns of productivity over time, suggesting limited convergence, the Markov transition probability matrices showed the lack of performance enhancers – the vast majority of CEE and CIS countries had land as well as labour productivity below 75% of EU average and could not improve this performance at all.

Reasons behind different performance are numerous and are also dependent on regional and country specificities. However, it seems evident that the way of transition to the market economy was selected, together with institutional, land structure and pre-accession policies have definitely played a role. EU accession proved to be a very important determinant for performance of CEE countries, while local policies also acted similarly for CIS countries. On the whole, limited convergence in the long run suggests badly focused agricultural policies in both regions.
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